Comments from writing center clients during Fall 2006: “What I Learned About Writing”

That all my paragraphs must explicitly, not implicitly, answer my thesis
Citations/references
I learned how to incorporate a metaphorical theme into a paper without letting it take over my paper
Passive voice! Not a good thing, avoid all possible instance. Iterating/defining liberal in each instance would eliminate extra words and clarify
I learned about connecting themes to struggles throughout different stories.
How to look for and develop a clear thesis and how it relates to the clarity & organization of a paper
Write another
stay away from passive voice, be sure to make conclusion
I learned about writing a more specific and persuasive personal statement.
thesis, their, there, commas
I learned so much about focus and clarity in a piece and truly expressing what I want to say...better word choice
Ways to be clearer, and to cite phrases
The use of hypothetical
What I can focus on, organization, etc.
Proofreading/grammar/punctuation
Writing thesis more clearly! Connecting ideas!
Be more explicite.
punctuation
A lot of good stuff!
Grammar, proofreading, expanding ideas
In the introductory paragraph it is often beneficial to talk about a broad subject (in my case) and to sit on with a distinct "but" to draw in the reader. Deviation from the norm. Important of organizing a paper around its thesis/Ensuring that every aspect of the paper is necessary
I need to brainstorm carefully and identify my opinions first. Might be a good idea to write down whatever idea comes to my mind.

concise writing
to be clear/concise
grammar
connecting of thesis throughout paper
transitions can be made between vaguely related things
What is most important in my essay. How to transition paragraphs.
state what going to talk about at beginning of each paragraph/write down thoughts on organization of arguments before writing paper

How to improve the organization of the whole essay, simplify the sentence structure
Maureen was very helpful looking over my paper for proofreading issues and overall clarity of writing. Thank you!
Start with a freewrite from which a thesis can emerge. Thesis is then one of the first things that is stated in a draft.
Comma splice, colons
I learned how to write an analysis paper
brainstorming different ideas that interests me to write about
We read through the essay, corrected punctuation mistakes, structure mistakes and comprehension mistakes.
Thesis is key
commas, how.
How to integrate my argument.
Basic process to organize writing

How reading a paper out loud can allow you to see your own mistakes.
The everything to thesis
What is important in the organization of a paper and how to make the ideas clear & concise.
I learned the important of analysis.
I learned about using semi-colons in lists and more generally making lists more clear. I also learned about making my work flow.
Preview sentences can be very helpful, sometimes reading out loud can help catch grammar issues, etc.
citation, grammar, incoherence
You cannot end a paper with a quotation. “It is important to”
Sleep more and be careful w/ grammar/spelling double check
learned about sentence construction and ways to proofread.
transitions/clarity
I learned how to quote properly and diction corrections.
tenses
Outlines are important!
I learned how to make my paper more concise.
how to focus my paragraphs
organization, clarity
It takes a village to raise a title!
Into structure, breaking up paragraphs
I learned that there are okay ways to make unsupported claims in a 1 page paper in order to make it concise.
how to better organize my ideas
I learned a lot about how to structure my paper + incorporate quotes.
I need to know when I am taking my paper and have some sort of outline.
Staying focused throughout paper
how to response + back up my writing
structure
I learned that a strong thesis combined with organization makes a pretty good paper.
Things about quotes/clarity

I learned that I need to be more clear and direct with my sentence structure.

I need to be more clear and explicit w/ my ideas
organization, flow, structure
HOW TO DETERMINE WHERE MY IDEAS WERE BECOMING CONVOLUTED. SEMI-COLON USAGE, IMPORTANCE OF FINAL SENTENCE IN PARAGRAPH.
To read 1st last sentence of each paragraph to make sure they make sense without the body of each paragraph. Also no contractions in academic writing + how to do MLA
How to organize and stay on track well enough to answer central question.
How to write a co disco
;)
How to organize random ideas into a line
He helped to read out loud, it helps when techniques in the intro & conclusion mirror each other, citing online references, supporting in argument.
I learned about what belongs in an introduction and how to make paper flow together.
using first person is not always effective/how to use standard citation
developing a thesis/putting my thoughts into words
Really how to use transitions and different phrase for the clarity of my paper. How to catch run on sentences.
Semi-colon, how to use proper tenses.
Common mistakes. Reading really helps. Be to the point.
Talking about ideas makes it easier to write.

I have the ability to write a strong intro and conclusion but I need to focus on the body paragraph.
Even persuasive arguments need to watch out about treading over unproveable/debatable/complex topics. Some things really do require statistics/evidence.
Reading out loud is invaluable…
Flow, regulating tenses

I learned that reading out loud helps in finding minor errors & that this also helps me see sentences that don't really fit, making my essay padded w/ unnecessary words.
Structure of my arguments, organization/flow, clarifying/stating themes, encouragement.
Being more assertive in my arguments, addressing the opposite arguments, being consistent with arguments, flow& organization
Commas after transitions along with a few other grammatical rules. Using more citation to have paper look more valid.
Clarifying ideas, reading paper
basic structure of a research paper good things to include
use words in thesis in body paragraphs
That sometimes having a weak thesis can make you essay astray. I need to figure out my thesis! It's more difficult than I thought.
Analyzing in paragraphs
Where to find direction/instruction for Chicago Manual of Style citation.
Necessity of using "he" "she" more instead of names. I had two paragraphs basically saying the same thing.
organizational tips
in text citations (MLA), comma usage, how to conclude a paper without dragging reader through the minute.
organization, Italian
Be more coherent w/ the paragraph for me/ strengthen conclusion
makes one not to bring up things not stating thesis
How to proofread
citation, proofreading skills, footnotes…
wording, make the thesis more solid, transitions
that counter arguments go after your point and cons go before
that a thesis must be back up clearly w/ evidence; don't attempt to make too many point in one paragraph
clarity topic sentences, thesis
Punctuation, reading out loud helps, don't introduce new ideas in conclusion, be more consistent throughout paper
Citation, organization of paper
thesis
To always keep in mind the assignment!!!
I didn't entirely understand my assignment. Paragraphs should be tied up; it's nice to look at the positive side of the argument in the final paragraph.

when to use semicolons

It may be a good idea to close with sentences, not quotes putting commas before quotes, when to do that (if the sentence w/ out quote can stand alone or not)

clarity

Reading out loud is helpful for catching mistakes.

Writing a conclusion. Clarification of thoughts on paper. Technique of reading paper out loud to pinpoint awkward sentences.

To pare down and use more meaningful detail rather than just plain detail. To focus on clarity.

Getting specific ideas about what to write about. How to refer to sources.

When to use commas

Make sure it flows all the way through & conclusion is answering why you wrote this paper

I learned to pull from the article and structure it on an outline! I learned how to stack "oreo cookies!!"

I learned a good exercise to make sure my transitions flow and are organized. I also learned to have same verb tense throughout my essay.

Make sure quotes say what you want them to/ little quotes rather than big Numbers from 1 to 10 should be just written I alphabets. Read out loud to find mistake. Making assumptions, getting more data ect.

Organization, paragraph structure

Watch tenses & make sure you focus on your writing

Organization

Grammar, organization

Conciseness is utile.

to try and keep the focus on one certain thing so as not to confuse the reader

clarity in content, drawing a sharper focus on the thesis, farthing conclusion

I learned to strengthen the thesis through wording in topic sentences.

A lot is to be said for addressing the significant of the part to the whole.

familiarized with citations

I feel very satisfied.

Organization, outline

structure makes papers more effective.

Make my assay more concise

I learned how to keep the flow of my paper, how to correct my grammar, and keep clarity.

transitions, thesis, structure

wording, grammar, conclusion
Reading out loud can help you find places where commas should be.

How to find my grammatical errors
Take out smaller prepositions to make more concise.
helps to read it out loud and have someone else read it
Being clear about argument, strengthening the argument, overall organization of essay.
gramma, usage

Don't try to put thesis at the end!
tie into thesis
ideas to think about when writing a conclusion
importance of having a good argument
Refer back to topic sentence to enhance
Flow

many things
clarity in topic & intro sentences
citing newspaper, making op-Ed's clear...operating arguments
connecting paragraphs
This was really helpful! Mya totally asked questions that helped me be more organized.
Organize ideas. Tie back to topic.
Nothing but I wasn't looking to learn.
Didn't learn many specifics just how to apply these writing tech argues to my paper.
paper structure, citation

Grammar, Misleading "its" and other particles (?) Clarity idea
The use of commas and the use of past/present tense.
A better understanding of which self-structure questions will produce most, how to try to synthesize topics from distant ideas.
I leaned that I have a tendency to write in the voice of the author I am analyzing...which is very bad when working on Hobbes.
Proper use of prepositions, citation
Quotation. Continuity.
How to critically read my personal statement.
difference between adolescent and adolescence/flying to rapid/transition checking exercise
clauses, organizing paragraphs to be consistent with thesis
The usage of "the" plural forms
plural forms, dictator words
Organization of an essay
consistency, focus
organization & topic sentences
organization
sentence reorganization, formatting a write-up
further refinement on the words choice and the usage of prep.
How I can make the paper more clear & solid.
Better organize ideas
define the words I am using, making concede examples, taking time away from the paper, coming back to it.
Try not to shadow my main argument by addressing too much counter argument.
GRAMMAR!
How to make my paper more solid, and connected
Method to start and Brainstorm- lead to thesis and train of thoughts
Sometimes I just need to talk things over to get a better idea

That a conclusion works better if it does more than just tie-up the paper. Also, stuff about citations.
I learned how to organize my thesis, how to structure my essay, and how to cite something.
Use author's name when citing or claiming them
There are many sorts of writing styles
Finding the significance… going beyond explaining and compare/ contrast
Avoiding repetition, making certain terms clear (defining then in context of paper)
Connecting important points back to the thesis…making a thesis out of similarities of different philosophies.
Focus on important details while writing off the unimportant ones.
using articles…word choice
being more assertive when writing a paper…learning to organize the paper/arguments by brainstorming
Basically what we did was farther refining my final script.
using quotes properly…good way to introduce my thesis
proofreading, making titles, being consisted in word choice
How to use counter arguments…what to put in the conclusion
Be more explicit & clear
Need thesis sentence

conception, process, organization of ideas, where to go from here
To support the thesis statement clearly in each body paragraph
suck it up & write the paper…don’t freak out if the phrasing isn’t prefect.
structure depends on the poem, free writing and focus are food, try to be as precise as possible.
where to place commas
lots of things
expansion places
writing conventions
how to make intro & conclusion
How to highlight important points - how to make them explicit and obvious to the reader.

How to do an outline
organization
I need to make my points flow by connecting them with topic and conclusion sentences. I need to remember my thesis and connect it to all of my points. Organization, wording, clarity sentences
When you are unclear as to whether or not you should cite: do it.
Organization, flow, clarity eliminating propositions, and wordiness using correct grammar, using correct tenses, etc.

How to write clearer topic sentences to connect my paragraphs - to make them flow. How to end my paper. Flow and organization in more smooth way.
Not all professors encourage students to use the word "I" in papers

Flow, connection, coherence is vital!
Colloquial expression
Yay Maureen! I learned that I have to make my meaning clear even in creative writing.
Crushing can be a good thing
Importance of good intro and specific citation
How to analyze my own work, look for flow/organization mistakes more effectively
Organizing paper so argument is earlier/ clarity in my arguments
 Literary thesis need to be short, precise, first person is not always a no-no
I learned that it's important to look at topic sentences/that reading out loud really helps with corrections
still working how to use:

Reading out loud with other people helps
How to broaden my arguments to give it a real significance in the discussion of the poem.
difference between over/above...when to use "the"...whether to use comma or not
Research thesis, unbalancing, etc.

Be careful w/ tenses; nothing is obvious when writing a paper
Tormenting quotes
That one cannot apply actions to authors where the author's too clearly did not do these actions
Idiomatic rules
1st person is okay, write into after paper
Nothing genera - only stuff specific to my paper
Conciseness can help cut down pg/size

Rearranging sentence parts can make the ideas easier to follow
I learned how to argue my points and what to add to clearly hit the point I'm making.
I've got a lot to learn
I am more perceptive after I spend some time reflecting
How to give my paper a focus

Get thesis up to the front when possible.
Being consistent, clear, punctuation
General needs of keeping paragraphs related to thesis and not repetitive.
Structuring, specific thesis

Why write a sentence when a word will do? Can use extra paragraphs for conclusion.
read out loud, it helps
Relating everything back to main idea- very important
How to go through each paragraph and cut things that are unnecessary to thesis.
That sometimes the middle-school formats work
Lots thanks so much. How to trim down paper.
Thesis is important even for an e-mail
Eliminating of "they"; other useless words. Adding more of my opinion, stronger statements, being thorough
Don't be repetition; be clear and concise
proofreading - not much learning as polishing
Removing resonances to simplify sentences
umbrellas can be good - always keep thesis in mind
To bring each paragraph back to thesis. Find a common thread for conclusion.
A good way to conclude your paper is first quickly summarizing its main points and then extending your ideas.
I learned things not to use hanging prepositions with
It's terrific to read sentences & then have another person tell me what they think I meant. I left w/ a fully revised draft!
Supporting my argument more so that it's not just opinion. Correct repetitive redeliveries..."it states that,"
How to develop ideas & research
I learned better ways of communicating my ideas clearer
Several paragraphs can still be cured for intro

To look words up in the dictionary to discourse their transitive nature
Asking what is the point of this paragraph as an effective way to check clarity.
I feel like I understand better now how to connect and understand existing to the introduction.

Refining structure
Tons! How to keep argument organized & logical!
SIGNPOST!!! Also a good way to cite sources.
That is have major run on sentences problems/ need to really get the reader's attention w/ my conclusion.
To proofread with a few techniques. Reading out loud my paper to see myself all the mistakes I made. I think it's a great technique.
Editing/clarifying points
Sentence length, language choice, shortening quotes
be clear, be specific
watch out for passive voice, cite plays with italics, be sure to have clear statements @ ends of paragraphs
Questions to ask to organize direction of paper
relating my body conclusions to my thesis, clarifying concepts, people, terms…
Supporting w/data
I should try to use the active voice more often because it makes the essay more exciting
Present Tense, commas

Thesis statement. Clarity. Flow. a lot!
to integrate anthro theory throughout my paper
organization
Writing Implication
about the use of the …"countable/uncountable nouns"….how to make effective graphs
reading out loud help you catch mistakes
thesis should be in the first or 2nd paragraph

how to organize & use thesis
cohesively forming paragraphs to portray the main point I want to get across

transition grammar
organization, comma use
integrating quotations, picking out sentences that are purely space fillers, supporting an argument
about precision writing, about changing order of words
Talk to my computer!

How to make a clear thesis & introduction; clear organization
I learned hot to better begin a thesis & to organize a paper

“Comments About Tutor”: Fall 2006

Helpful, easy to talk to and discuss problems
Good
Very good. Friendly & helpful. Good advise.
Will was great! I got a very good (slightly new) prespective on my paper. Final revision will make this a strong paper. Thanks!
Very informative
Good. Helpful
nice & helpful
She was very helpful, very clear, didn't write my paper for me!
Excellent work. She helped me think more carefully about showing that the grad school is a fit for me.
great
Excellent help. I felt really comfortable sharing my questions and my work. Thank you!
good, honest and helped clears up the mistakes I had.
very nice
Excellent!
Great patience, explained everything
Adam Rudebuch was a helpful guide in helping me with my paper; helped me create my own ideas w/out pressure on my behalf.
Great :)
really nice!
Helpful!

Very helpful, organized and a superb tutor!

Wonderful! Extremely friendly and helpful
Helpful and made me rethink my ideas

thanks and helpful!
thanks!
Our meeting had been shorter than planned
good, very helpful
she helped me a lot in concept
HONESTY, FRIENDLY, SMILES
good, no complaints

Patient and nice

Is a joy to work with
very good
She was really helpful and showed a great interest in my problem
very intuitive. She was very responsive about everything I asked.
The tutor was extremely helpful and nice.
Awesome, most helpful yet
great!!
very helpful.
Helpful

GREAT!
excellent + helpful
She was very helpful and had good input on my ideas.
GREAT! Encouraging and helpful, very positive; get honest.
Excellent work- good knowledge of grammar and writing personal statements.
He was very helpful and friendly; he was specially good at catching errors in syntax and organization.
I liked the way she helped me see in sentence coherence and grammars.
helpful?
Very helpful, would nice if he could lead a bit more since I don't know what to do w/ it.
very good. Explains beautifully.
really good tutor
great job, so helpful
very friendly.
Cool guy!
Very nice, helpful. I'll come back.
very nice + helpful - lots of good ideas
Kathy's great
Becca + Adam R : Geniuses. Helped me come up w/ a conference proposal.
She was wonderfully helpful
good helpful friendly
was very helpful + patient
Very helpful + super nice :) I'm really happy w/ my paper.
Very helpful and eager to help seemed excited to give advice with a good attitude.
awesomeness!
was very helpful + properly critical
very good, he hadn't read the book, but helped me by asking questions
She was extremely helpful. Alyssa helped me with my paper tremendously. She's very nice + took her time with me + gave great constructive criticism.
good
really good advice + good at pointing out exactly what I needed to change.
patient & helpful
helpful, made good points about my writing.
very cool
Mya was GREAT, EXTREMELY KNOWLEDGEABLE AND HELPFUL.
Very helpful in limited amount of time, managed to go out most all of paper.
extremely helpful + proactive
very friendly

Very nice. Patient. Helpful
He ROCKS!!
Very nice and very helpful
very nice and helpful
She was amazing! Very easy to work with and very helpful.
Very helpful and assertive.
I love Kathy! That's all that I need to say. She helped a lot and I learned a lot in an hour's span.
Helpful, kind, knowledgeable.
Very helpful and encouraging.
Helpful
Very attentive to small details. Works around your idea and helps you to elaborate on them. Very nice.
Maureen was very helpful.
Prefect!
good

Mya allowed for me to rearrange my words, and see save me many helpful suggestions with the flow of the essay.
She AMAZING!!!
She Rules!!

Good idea about explaining ideas to others where I get confused.
very patient
Good
Very helpful, optimistic, and patient.
Very helpful
very helpful & understanding.
Gave me good tips but left me with enough spaces to do my on editing.
helpful, pointed in a good direction to improve paper
helpful, gives info but also maintains that it's your paper & you need to do it yourself ("own it")
She was helpful.
Provided excellent feedback/kind
very helpful
He's cool
He's awesome
Great. Just great. Kindly taught me one by one and it was very comfortable to me.

GREAT HELP

She ROCKS!!
Great, patient
N/A
Very helpful and understanding.
She was very helpful. I think my paper will be much better.
Encouraging, clear.
Helpful and friendly

very sweet and laid back, but a variable wealth of ideas
really helpful. Know what I needed (asked me) gave helpful suggestions
good
He was very helpful and as very approachable.
Very helpful, doesn't do your paper for you but guides you through the different processes.
VERY HELPFUL!
Tyler’s a very good listener and a helpful tutor!
She was helpful however she didn’t completely help me :( She left in the middle of the process.
I love her!
Friendly, broke things down well.
Very helpful. I would like to come back to her next time. The best I have had got.
Very good
Very nice and helpful. Helped me think over the past I missed on my paper.
Very helpful by asking questions & forcing me to answered
sue ofmAtherial
Excellent helper.

she was helpful and nice.
Rally helpful!

He is really great & helpful.
She was extremely nice and helped me A LOT with my organization.
Very helpful in re-organizing specific phrases to increase clarity.
patient and thorough
Tyler was very patient and very careful!
Helpful, on the whole.

Very helpfl.
excellent!
Really approachable
Good!
She could make good suggestions on how to correct my grammatical mistakes.
Very good. Helped me to notices some of my errors & helped me to keep the flow of my paper.
Haven was a really good teaches and extremely helpful.
Good, but I wanted a little more time to think or write. Thank you!

Very helpful with my organization and gave me good ideas on how to fine tune my paper.
Very helpful tutor!!
Would be more helpful if he read through the paper and edited a bit instead of just looking at a couple of specifics, cause I probably missed more, which is why I came.
really appreciated all the help and positive advice
She’s awesome!
he was really nice, and good at coming up with examples.

GREAT!
good jod
Very helpful! Thank you!
Very helpful.
Great job, very helpful, very knowledgeable, worked hard to help
Great job!

Personable, sharp, absolutely delightful
very nice & helpful, provided great feedback.

She Rocks!
Good

Made me think a lot.
Very helpful in pointing out weak points in structure.
Nice, helpful.
GREAT! Really very helpful!

Very nice and dedicated. Helped through thinking.
Excellent. Great help. Specific on how to organize sentences.
Very helpful. Not miraculously illuminating, but as close as could hope for.
He was very helpful & instructive, and very good at helping me work out confusing sentences.
Excellent.
Very helpful at 9 in the morning, helps relieve anxiety.
Awesome!!!
I learned a lot. Thank you!

So helpful! Thank you!
The tutors gave me excellent and clear instructions on grammatical points.
Pinshane is really a nice and patient tutor. She world illustrate clearly and work on sentences 'till best choices come out.
She was really helpful
understanding
Good
Kathy's awesome. Very helpful!
really nice, great listener, good suggestions! Thanks!
He is very efficient and has a good and quick sense to make the words flow better.
Great, He kindly answered what I exactly wanted to know. Thank you!
Mya offered very useful suggestions on the whole organization and clarity of ideas.
She ROCKS! (and is very understanding)
friendly and encouraging
helpful and good at writing.
GREAT. She kindly kept explaining what I didn't completely understand. Thank you!!
Guided me gradually to the point.
nice, helpful, and awesome
Very friendly, helpful.
He was very helpful and helped me organize my thoughts.
Very Nice again. Make me think a lot
Commanding, harsh, tough (though sometimes in a good way) humorless, hurtful- basically took my paper and tried to make it her own.
Although it's kind of frustrating when I ask a question and he turns it around and asks me the same things… it to figure out what I'm trying to say…
He's AWESOME!
He's great asking questions to make clarify what I'm trying to say.
Cailey helped me revise my essay around its purpose, which I think is very helpful.
great guy
Cailey is an excellent writing assistant. Patient & helpful.
Will helped me clarify some sentences in my essay. He is very focused on problem solving.
Kind
She's AWESOME!! Very, very helpful :)
helpful...let me suede the discussion
Good
Helpful

AMAZING
Very helpful
good, helpful, empathetic
I appreciated that I didn't feel like he was just giving some king of general arbitrary advises, but rather really helped me with my particular paper but asking useful questions.
Very helpful and to the point. Dealt all my concerns concisely. I'm a satisfy customer.
Nice, helpful, perfect

friendly
very good
She was very helpful and often took what I said I passing and forced me to think about how it relates to my arguments. It was very useful to have another set of eyes see my

Very helpful
She was very nice and understood quickly
She was great, very nice, and very helpful. I learned a lot.
I got pretty much everything that I needed. It was just great. Thank you!

He was very good at listening and giving suggestions that I could interpret & use.
I had comments that nobody else commented, so it very good, really helped to make it more solid. Thank you.
Great advices and emphasis on grammar.
A Great help!
Great at explaining things.
Great, very helpful. Really got idea of my paper and made it work.
Thank you!
Awesome at helping me construct a thesis & put together outline.
Thanks - good job
He's great!
Not much
She is amazing and also a great tutor mentor thingy person.
Extremely helpful & encouraging
Very helpful
very helpful, friendly, taught are more than corrected
Good. Very helpful.
Very helpful; even though we didn't construct a finalized outline, she helped to define the definite options for my paper.
very helpful and helped me figure out ways to revise my paper.
simply amazing…wow
Thanks! This was helpful!!!
Very helpful in furthering the expression of my ideas
She was very helpful, warm, and I would definitely go back to her!
Kathy is wonderful!!
Great
Really good & helpful

Spectacularly open, but descriptive and useful in her criticism.

Gave pertinent questions, whose answers helps me improve my paper
Great
Very helpful w/ very confusing paper
Helpful
Open-minded, but brimming with ideas

Very helpful - thanks!
She is GREAT!!!
She was really helpful
Beyond description - open, kind, tolerant, patient, a truly wonderful person
Nice & very helpful
Nice, friendly, helpful….smart
Excellent

Very helpful
He ROCKS with a capital R-O-C-K!
Supportive of essay and progress
patient enough fellow- forced me to work out problems, myself, while encouraging me from afar

Really big help- improved my paper a lot
Very friendly.
She seems competent enough.
Thanks you were great
Straight forward
She's GREAT! Very helpful
He led us in the right direction, helpful
Good times.

Very nice & very helpful - asks good questions
He's AMAZING! Very, very helpful/insightful
She was very helpful and supportive.
Quite nice, instructive, helpful
AWESOME, very willing to take the extra time to go through the whole paper w/ me. I GREATLY appreciate it.
He's asks good questions to make one think.
Awesome!
Friendly & understanding of problems
Grim, but offered good suggestions

Extremely benevolent, very knowledgeable
really personable and helpful
He was very helpful. He answered questions and at a good pace and made me feel a lot better about my paper.
very helpful
Helpful. He slopped when there were mistakes & helped clarity.
Amazingly kind and helpful!
Good and pleasant.
She is great! She identified awkward sentence and answered my questions.
Very good, looking forward to working with write place again!
She's a very good editor and a leader for clarifying my arguments.
Truly inspiring and an excellent teacher about the times point of writing
wonderful but ran out of time...big time
She was great & flexible (I was in a rush but now feel far more prepared & critical)
Very helpful
He's very helpful, knowledgeable, and sympathetic. Justin RULES the Universe! He should be promoted to the "Dean of the Write Place" and have a castle built for him.
Very friendly
Very helpful
Excellent and funny as always.
Very helpful
She is absolutely brilliant in writing and helping me with my proofreading. She's very patient, too! I really appreciate that!
great help!
I am his friend.
helpful in providing future strategies

good, helpful advice

very helpful in organizing paragraphs
Very helpful
Great!
Awesome!
She was so fantastic. I did not feel intenerated, embarrassed or nervous at all. Very nice, very helpful.
She was very helpful.
She's great!!
Amazing! So helpful and guiding
Amanda was really helpful & organized.